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"IN PARIS TODAY"

(By An Officer Observer)

Paris today is a city of expectation.

The people go quietly about their business. There is little excitement* pro-

gress of the invasion is followed eagerly, but there ore no outward manifestations of

joy.

Underlying the hopes of freedom is the fear of starvation.

That was the picture given me by 76 year old Monsieur Louis soldier, author, and

anti-German pamphleteer,

I met him in the chateau where he was staying with his relations. He had just

returned from a ton-day visit to Paris,

He reached Paris to hear of the invasion, spent a few days with his daughter and

her children, and decided to get bock somehow to his wife in their home in Normandy,

Officials shrugged their shoulders.

"The town is occupied by the Allies, You can try to go but it will be at your own

risk", they said.

"There is no risk when a husband wants news of his wife," replied Monsieur Louis,

Prom Caen he was driven in a Red-cross wagon to the German lines. He then set out

on foot. He passed only one German sentry, who hailed him from a tree.

“Where ore you going?" asked the German.

"Home" replied Monsieur Louis,

"I think the\Tommies ore there",said the German conversationally. The old man

carried onl

Round his house was a group of Canadian soldiers.

"Good morning", said Monsieur Louis,

"Good morning", replied the soldiers.

And so Monsieur Louis come home to find his wife safe, his house undamaged.

"During your ten days in Paris were there no scenes of any kind?" I asked

Monsieur Louis.

'Ho, It was very quiet end calm. You understand the Gestapo are everywhere,. If

you say anything against the Germans it is the end," a, ./But



But dicta 1 1 the French people talk amongst themselves?"

"In their homes, yes. But not in cafes or in the Metro, You do not know who may

be a Gestapo agent - whomay denounce you to the Germans?" v

"How are living conditions?"

"The people of Paris are very afraid of starvation. Before, while rationing was

/

strict, there was plenty of food* Relatives in the country sent food parcels to Paris,

Every week or fortnight my wife sent a parcel of food to my daughter in Paris

vegetables, eggs, butter, chicken, rabbit etc,"
/ *

These supplies have naturally stopped. And no trains are running to Paris. So to

o,great extent the city has been forced to fall back to reserve supplies.

"That is why we hope the Allies will soon be in Paris."

Monsieur Louis pointed out that in France the German soldiers had behaved very

correctly.

"That is why I say this* The French population are prepared to give your soldiers

a very good welcome - especially the French Canadians, And if your soldiers are well

behaved that can develop into a very real friendship.

"But take care. For the French people are very attached to their soil and their

possessions. We do not like to see our cities and churches destroyed. That may “be a

necessity of war. That is inevitable."

Monsieur Louis was a Major in the Chasseur Lipins during the early part of the

last war. .After he was -wounded he was transferred to the cipher service in the French

’Tar Office.

MILITARY AFFAIRS
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BOCHE FLEES ON TOW-ROPE

By A Military Observer on the Eighth Army Front

The Germans are being pursued so swiftly by our victorious advancing armies

in Italy that consistently they are being denied the normal routine maintenance of

their motor transport.

In other words, the Boche is fleeing on a tow-rope and we are taking all steps

to ensure that he is forced to abandon as many of his vehicles as possible.

When he was chased through Rome, his flight was achieved by the requisitioning

of .any form of vehicle on wheels. Even tyres were regarded as non-essential. Rome

partisans described to me the incredible spectacle of motley transport being driven

and towed throughout the streets of the Capital on the steel rims which cut into

the sun-softened macadamised surface and left tracks which remain as evidence of

the Hun's tow-rope evacuation.

Beyond Rome things are even worse. Near Castiglione I saw a German M.T.

graveyard, one of thousands, packed four-deep with the shells of what had been

motor-coaches, lorries, small cans and trucks. So considerable was the quantity

of wrecked vehicles that they had been piled on top of each other. The 300-yard

long tramway siding in which they were piled had proved too small to hold in any

other way this mass of twisted steel rendered worthless by concentrated Allied

Land and air attacks.

Captured German documents confirm the chronic state of affairs. One Order

recently issued to Reich troops in Italy insists that drivers should coast down

hills, Another directive demands that serviceable vehicles shall tow two others

whenever possible. Air observers confirm that this method is frequently used, as

a desperate means of conserving every extra drop of petrol.

MILITARY AFFAIRS
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WAR Did AGE CLAIMS

HOW THEY SHOULD BE MADE

The present enemy air activity has resulted in a number of inquiries regarding the

steps to be taken in order to make a claim against the appropriate Authority in respect

of war damage. The following official information is issued for the public guidance.

In the case of war damage to land and buildings the Department responsible is

the War Damage Commission, All that is necessary is that the person desiring to claim

should go to the Town Hall, or Council Office in • the area of the damaged property ( or,

in the case"of evacuated persons, in the area in which they are now living) and ask

for Horn C.l. Application for the form direct to the Offices of the Commission should

not be ns.de. C.l. should be filled in and posted to the Commission*s Regional Office

at the address given on the front page. Thereafter the Commission, will, as soon as

possible, advise the claimant as to any further step to be taken* If a building has

been damaged in more than one recent incident the dates nay be notified on the same

form.

Ordinarily the form should be returned within thirty cays of the damage, but ct

considerable latitude will continue to be exercised in respect of this time limit. In

particular, people who have been injured, cr have been evacuated, or are otherwise

temporarily unable to take the necessary action, have no reason to fear that their

interests will be allowed to suffer in any way because their C.l. form did not arrive

within the thirty days. If the C.l, is received within three months of the damage no

separate application for extension of time is necessary. All that is required is that

the reason for the delay should be given either on the C.l. form itself or in a,n

accompanying letter.

The work of immediate first-aid repair to houses is being carried out with great

energy by the Local Authorities, and house-owners will be acting wisely in their own

interests by taking advantage of the facilities which the Councils offer. By doing

so, not only will they be getting the benefit of the speediest possible service, but

also helping to get the largest number of homes again ready for habitation in the

shortest possible time, for the work done by the Local Authority the Commission will

pay that body direct, and no claim should be made in respect of it.* if-flu,:the r

work by the claimant costing over £5 will later be necessary fully to repair the Avar

damage, a claim for its cost will be recognised if notification has been made on Form

C.l. as soon after the incident as circumstances allow.

/War.



War Damage insurance of business goods and equipment, and household furniture,

clothing, and other personal belongings, is not the concern of the V7ar Damage Comi-

ssion Put is administered by the hoard of Trade through the insurance companies. In

the case of the business scheme sufferers should notify, their insurance companies

of the damage* In the cone of private chattels, clamants who have negotiated

extra, insurance should communicate ■with the companies with which they have insured,

while those who are relying on the Government’s free insurance should apply to the

local District Valuer for Pom F. C. S.4* on which to make their claim.

war damagecommission
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AIR MINISTRY NO. 14643

AIR COMMUNIQUE

Last I..'os quit os cf R. A.F* Bomber Command attacked Berlin.

Hines were laid an enemy waters*

One of our oareraft is missing.
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FROM STANLEY BURCH FOR
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.jv;: 1.0JZJLQp:. OP '-LYING B0I:€3

Advanced Command Post, Supreme
"Allied Headquarters, Tuesday

Will the flying bomb be used on the battlefield? What arc its military value

and prospects?

As the result of talks with the best-informed Staff Officers here, a general

preliminary verdict can b presented.
R

To the Germans, the flying bomb is (a.s General Eisenhower put it at his

conference yesterday) a, cheap Air Force* It is a. weapon f~>r a nation robbed of air
'

N, V 1

power. Its indiscriminate character is an argument against the Allies using a sicilar

Weapon.

An array waging a campaign of liberation* across a. countryside inhabited by
• +

friendly people, does not want a weapon which kills enemies and frieOds alike.

Even if the exigencies of war (like the German use of poison gas in the First World

War) over compelled the Allied Command to consider the resort to retaliation, it may

be taken that no weapon would bo used without the assurance that it would hurt

Germans, and not friends.

Though there is no indication that the flying bomb will be much more efficient

within the measurable future of this war, it holds immense potentialities.
%

The direction in which its development might be expected is this; the bomb

night bo launched by the system now used by the Germans, but possess the additional

mechanism to make it" "home".

If such a weapon were produced, in addition to innumerable shells and smaller

projectiles, a factor of tremendous importance to future warfare would have been

created.

It is still a matter for speculation to.what extent the Germans are prepared to
i

use the flying bomb. It has not yet made its appearance in either Italy or Russia.

It is a reasonable assumption that the Gomans' rocket bombs contain more high
 V .

explosive - and blast effect - than the flying bombs. The rocket is so much more

elaborate and difficult to handle that it would be wasted effort to use it without

a bigger charge.

MINISTRY OF INFORMATION
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R.A.F. APPOINTMENT

The Air Ministry announces that the following appointment has been made:

Air Commodore John Nelson Boothman C.8., A.F.C. to Command the Aeroplane and

Armament Experimental Establishment.

NOTES ON CAREER

Air Commodore Boothman has been Air Officer Commanding a Photographic Reconnaissance

Unit since June, 1943. He was previously on Staff duties at the Directorate of

Operational Requirements at the Air Ministry.

He commanded two Bomber Command Stations, and was also at Headquarters, Bomber

Command, on Air Staff duties between 1940 and 1942.

In the early part of the war, he Commanded No. 44 Squadron.

At the age of 17, he served as a voluntary motor-driver to the French Red Cross in

the Balkans, for which he was awarded the Croix Do Guerre.

He was commissioned in the R.A.F. in 1921, and went to Constantinople on flying

duties in the following year.

After service on Squadron Staff duties in Iraq and at home, he "became a member of the

R*A,F, High Speed Flight which represented Great Britain in the Schneider Trophy in 1931 •

He piloted the winning 5.6.8. seaplane at a speed of 34-0 M.P.H. and was awarded the A.F.C.

for his share in winning the trophy outright for Great Britain in that year.

During the following years, he was at the Aeroplane and Armament Experimental

Establishment on flying duties with the Performance Testing Squadron.

In 1935? he attended the- R.A.F. Staff College, and in was on Air Staff

Duties at Headquarters, Coastal Area, and at Headquarters, Far East.

For a short time during the war, he was v/ith the R.A.F. Delegation, Washington*

Air Commodore Bootham was Born at Harrow in 1901, and v/as educated at Harrow

County School. He received the C.B. (Mil*) in 1944*



Corlett visited Coblenz with the Army of Occupation and then returned

to the United States where he was placed in charge of the Signal Cories Procurement

Division. He set up the machinery for hie settlement of Signal Corps and Air Corps,

contracts.

An attack of pneumonia suffered enroute to the St. Mihiel sector had left him in

poor health so Gen, Corlett took sick leave and returned to New Mexico -where he remained

for a year as Manager of the Quemado Sheep and Cattle Company.

He returned to the service as a Major in 1920 and served for a time with the

48th Infantry at Fort Douglas, Utah, then transferred to the 9th Infantry at San Antonio,

Texas, He spent a year as a student at the Command and General Staff School, Fort

Leavenworth, and was assigned as G-3 with the 103rd Division, Organised Reserves, at

Denver, Colo.

In 1925 he m-is ordered to the Army War College, Washington, D,C., one of the

youngest members to attend up to that time. From there he was assigned, in 1926, to

the Coast Artillery School at Fort Monroe, Va., as infantry instructor. He later

wont to New Mexico as officer in charge of reserve activities in that state.

In 1927 j Gen, Corlett was made an instructor at the Command and General Staff

School. Four years later he was assigned to command the 3r d Battalion, Jth Infantry

at Vancouver Barracks, Hash. In 1933 he w as detailed to command the Eugene, Ore. $ CCC

district. A year later he was ordered on a four-year detail to the War Department

General Staff.

In 1938 he went to Schofield barracks, Hawaii, where he commanded the Special

Troops Regiment and served as "both Provost Marshall and Recreation Officer for the

department.

In 1940, Gen. Corlett returned to the Presidio of San Francisco for duty with

the 30th Infantry. Later he assumed-command of this Regiment with which he started

his military career in 1913* There followed duty as Chief of Staff of the IX Army

Corps.

-3-



On 12 September 1941? he was- promoted to Brigadier General and

sent to Kodiak where he assumed command of Port Greely. He remained

there for 20 months building up that Aleutian base. During part of .. ,

this time he commanded the Alaska Defense Command in the absence

of Lt. General S* B. Buckner.

In May 194-3.? he was placed in command of a. joint American-

v Canadian force for the assault on Id ska and mounted the amphibious

operation which occupied that last Japanese outpost in the Aleutians.

Prom there he took the veteran 7th Division to Honolulu and led it

in its attack on the Kwajalein Atoll.

His decorations include the Distinguished Service Modal, the

Legion of Merit, The Silver Star, the Chevalier of the Legion of

Honor (France), and the Stan of Abdon Calderon (Ecuador).

The General’s wife, Mrs. Pauline Wherry 'Cor lett is making

her homo at their ranch, Las Huertas, at Espanola, New Mexico.

S.H.A.E.F.
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ST. MALO SPECIAL

The Canadian railroad men who have been included among the group recently

selected to proceed to Franco for the purpose of getting the rolling stock rolling

as soon as the country is liberated, will not be the first soldiers from the

Dominion to operate a locomotive on French soil during this war.

Back in 1940, the 48th Highlanders, of the Ist Canadian Infantry Division

(now fighting with the 8th Army in Italy), disembarked at Brest, marched up the

steep, cobble-stoned hill that ascends from the waterfront, and filed into a

waiting troop train. They were to form port of the Canadian contingent originally

intended to complement the British Expeditionary Force in Brittany,

The regiment was within 35 miles of Paris when, at an isolated station called

Sable, orders were received to the effect that the plan had been abandoned, that

the rest of the Division 7/as already on the way bade to England, and that the unit

was to return to Brest with all possible speed.

Such an abrupt alteration of policy, and direction, makes inevitably for

■confusion, nor was the situation improved by the disinclination evidenced by the

civilian crew to take the train back to the coast.

Emergencies generally discover saviours. In this instance, Highlanders came

forward who had had railroading experience. Technical difficulties were dealt

with as encountered; and, up to a point, the trip was a complete success.

The point was Rennes, where the improvised crew took a switch which brought

the train out at St. Male, instead of Brest.

Fortunately, two British transports were lying in the harbour, so that it was

not necessary to bank up and try again.

The specialized training received in the Midlands "by the men now awaiting their

time to cross the channel will preclude the posibility of such mistakes recurring.

When the Allied Corps of Engineers has restored the collective right-of-way to

working order, these soldier-railroaders will soon apply the finishing flourishes

to the process of rehabilitating Continental transportation. They have been taught

all the European tricks, including the throwing of switches.

And anyway, Canadians are now headed for Berlin, not Brest.

S.H.A.E. F.
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OFFICIAL ADMIRALTY COMMUNIQUE

A further successful action by light coastal forces of the Royal

Navy against enemy shipping)off the Dutch coast has heen reported*

During an offensive sweep off the Hook of Holland early on Sunday morning,

July 9, H.M, Ships, under the command of Lieutenant D*L.J. Hunt, R*N,V*R.,

engaged a force of four heavily armed trawlers. Two torpedo hits were

scored on the leading trawler, which was seen t sink. In addition, a

second trawler was hit and severely damaged hy torpedo.

All H.M* ships returned safely to harbour, having suffered no

casualties,

admiRalty
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COMMUNIQUE

FROM; HEADQUARTERS, UNITED STATES STRATEGIC AIR FORCES IN EUROPE.

More than 1,100 8.17 Flying Fortresses and*B, 24 Liberators of the

Eighth Air Force attacked targets in the MUNICH area of Southern Germany

Tuesday. Because of the heavy cloud cover they bombed by instruments#

Flak at some points was intense, but there was no opposition by enemy

interceptors#

The- heavy ‘bombers were escorted bjr strong formations of P.51

Mustangs. P.47 Thunderbolts and P.38 Lightnings of Eighth Fighter Command.

Some of this escort went down to strafe ground targets. A single-

engined enemy plane parked on an airfield was a glider
\

damaged and four locomotives shot up.

Twenty bombers and two fighters have not yc-t returned#
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S.H.A.E.F. Press
Release No» 57

GEE ANS TUNNEL UNDER FIELDS

From STANLEY BURGH, for Combined Press
In Normandy, Tuesday

In their obstinate, field-by-field withdrawal before the pushing American forces,

the Germans are even digging tunnels underneath the fields* After a hitter fight

for one of the stubborn the attackers rush in to find that the Germans

have burrowed like rabbits to the ditch at the other side of the field —to resume

their defence.

The innumerable hedgerows which pattern the countryside of the ST. LO zone are

flanked by extraordinarily deep ditches. Sometimes they are eight or ten feet deep,

afford the Germans first-class conditions for their small-arms resistance.

The ditches are so unusually deep that it is thought the Germans hove dug them

down for the present fight.

"They are not the neat and tidy hedges that we know in England," one officer

told me. "They are thick and sprawling like miniature jun- ies. The terrain

is smothered with thick copses, from which it is equally difficult to drive the

German troops. This battle has to be fought yard by yard."

Army men talk appreciatively of their tactical air co-operation. The

observation-plane pilot radios to the artillery officer the map-hearings of good

ground targets. ’’Ready” the gunners signal. "Fire”, says the pilot. "Fifty-

yards shorter. Got it."

MINITRY OP INFORMATION
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COMMUNIQUE No. 72

Supreme Headquarters,
Advanced Command Post,
Allied Expeditionary Force,
2330, 11 July, 1944

The enemy south of LA HAYE DU PUITS is being pushed steadily southward. He is

taking advantage of the close country to delay our advance toward LESSAY.

Allied thrusts south-west of CAKENTAN and west from *ST. JEAN BE DAYE are converg-

ing on ST. ANDRE DE BOHON.

In the ODON bridgehead area fierce fighting has been going on.

North of ESQUAY, Hill 112 has changed hands several times* An enemy counter-

attack from MALTOT towards ETERVILLE was repulsed. A number of enemy tanks were

destroyed.

East of the ORNE Allied troops from the STE, HONORING area have advanced toward

COLOMBELLES in the face of intense opposition.

In the area south of TILLY heavy fighting near HOTTOT has resulted in local

Allied gains.

During the forenoon today fighters and fightor-bombera operating from bases

in NORMANDY attacked targets in close support of the ground forces.

Allied troops, including French, of the special air service regiments have been

operating "/ell "behind the enemy lines against communications and other military

targets. Considerable success has attended their operations and a number of

prisoners have been taken. These are being held pending transmission to this

country.



GERMAN TANKS IN ACTION ONLY IN SMALL GROUPS

Prom EDWARD V, ROBERTS for Combined Press
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SHAEF Special Release N0.58

Allied Advanced Command Post

July 11

In Prance today I 7/as told of the capture of an amazing German field order, direct'

ing a battle-battered Panzer division to spearhead a Nazi counter-attack with ISIGNY as

its objective

The division - Panzer Lehr - has been in the line for weeks, and has been so badly
mauled that it has only a fraction of its normal strength.

American officers considered the order fantastic in view of the enormous strength
of the American positions lying between the Nazis and Isigny - now a quiet town in the

rear area 'Micro steam-shovels are tirelessly gnawing at piles of rubble left by D-day

shelling.

While at an American headquarters in Normandy today, I watched as reports of enemy

tank units came in. Their locations were pin-pointed on a map, and planes were dispatched

to deal with them.

Whether it is due to terrain or shortage of equipment, the on , is still committing
his tanks in'small units - three, five, ten or fifteen at a time. In groups like these

they are more easily dealt with by our air and infantry.

I flew to the war ..-area with a ranking Allied General who prefers that his name be

not mentioned. As we came in over the edge of the Cherbourg Peninsula in the sun and

shadow of a half-cloudy day, we could see ahead the smoke billows rising over St. Lo

from the Allied barrage.

Later, at the headquarters, reports of progress of the new attack 'were pouring in.

Soldiers described the country in which they are fighting - small fields lined with great

hedgerows, and every hedgerow bordered by deep ditches.

"The Nazis dig in in the ditches. You have to smoke then out like rats", I was

told. "Some of the ditches are more than six dfect deep and are natural tank obstacles.

Sometimes the hedgerow positions arc connected by tunnels, so the Germans can retreat

from one to another without coming into the open,"

It is difficult to realize that a Brief jaunt to Normandy can be almost newsless

today - only five weeks after D-day. We flow over comfortably - with a comfortable escort'

of Thunderbolts, just in case. At the airstrip a Jeep was waiting. We motored over roads

no worse than some in rural America despite the shelling. The roads are jammed with

trucks - trucks moving supplies to the front, and coming back for more. The resultant

traffic jams are reminiscent of highways to New York on a summer’s Sunday evening. You

move a few feet, wait a few minutes, and repeat the process. If it wasn’t for the

tremendous constant air umbrella it would be dangerous. As it is, it’s, just

exasperating. Even our General was an hour late getting back to his plane.

(Oont* d)



During the day we spent an hour at a Press camp. Dozens of

correspondents who wore familiar figures in the Junior Officers Cluh bar

in London before D-day 7/ere there living in tents, dirty, working

almost daily in dangerous areas, and loving it. I saw Jack Thompson

of the Chicago Tribune, his heard more magnificent than over: and

Herb Clark of the Blue Network, who looks as though he had gained weight

in Prance. Ernie Pyle, in a filthy pair of mechanics overalls,

wandered up grinning in his shy, friendly way. Bob Rueben, formerly

of United Press and now of Reuters, told me cheerfully the laundry

situation was worse in Normandy than in England, and he had worn the

same short four weeks.

On the way hack, little French boys pelted our Jeep with tiny

rambler roses. Waiting at the airport, I continued a gin rummy game

started in England this morning with Lt. Col. Thor Smith, the Command

Post P.R.O. As the General drove up, I drew a six of diamonds, filling

the inside of a sequence and winning all across the hoard. I won

1458 farthings.

MINISTRY OP INFORMATION
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TYPHOONS 1 ROCKETS MAUL GERMAN ARMOUR

R.A.F. 2nd T.A.F.

Headquarters, Tuesday

German armour felt the weight of our flying artillery today when rocket-

firing Typhoons again mauled German ground forces. This, despite decidedly

adverse weather conditions.

Diving to attack 12 tanks, sighted south-east of HOTTOT, one squadron

destroyed at least three for certain.. Another rocket squadron, spotting three

near VIMONT, destroyed one and damaged the ether two, as well as an armoured

car.

The rocket projectiles again proved an invaluable weapon in close support

of the Army, shattering enemy strong-points, gun positions and other military

objectives, in addition to the attacks on tanks and road transport.

Typhoon squadrons, carrying "bombs, went after enemy artillery and followed

up.the bombing attacks by strafing the gun positions with their cannon*

A- R.C.A.F, Spitfire squadron dive-bombed the MEZIDON railway yards, scoring

direct hits and destroying goods trucks and a shed.

By 1600 hours today well over 300 sorties had Been flown in close support

of tho Army from Normandy airfields for the loss of two of our aircraft.
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ADD M. 0,1. ISSUE No. 57

GERMANS TUNNEL 'UNDER FIELDS

Prom STANLEY BURCH for Combined Press

Tho Gormans are still throwing their armour into action in "small packets".

Today, they attacked in a few; isolated groups of only two, three or four tanks at

a time which were speedily dealt with.

Allied air command of the path to the-second front was strikingly displayed

when I flow across the Channel from England to the American battle zone today.

Thunderbolt escorts roared and wheeled around the air-liner, hungry for combat*

Put there was no sign of the Luftwaffw to challenge this big, unarmed transport

aircraft "the best air target in the world". The new and dusty airfield where

"we landed was humming continuously in clouds of dust and sand, as squadrons of war-

pianos and a ferry-servico of air-liners took off. But the anti-aircraft gunners

and waiting fighter-planes itched vainly for the chance to shoot down even a single

Gorman plane.

Roads were packed, bumper to bumper, with army vehicles, driving in convoy along

narrow aroade. Their progress was interrupted only "by traffic jams.

Squads of signals troops were laying their bewildering maze of wires along the

roadside with the easy unconcern of English Post Office engineers laying a.telephone

lino to a wayside farm.

The 'whole “base area is one of the thickest concentrations’ of military might

ever seen. Normandy "behind the front today is one huge, continuous damp. Only

in the air is there space for the elbows.

MINISTRY OP INFORMATION
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CORRESPONDENT "FINDS" FOUR OARS

From STANLEY BURCH, Representing COMBINED PRESS

Shaef Special Release No. 59

In Normandy. Tuesday.

There is a War Correspondent with the First American Army here who runs his own

float of motorcars*

Proprietor of this very international transport pool is Robert Reuben, dark,

26-year-old Reuter correspondent, who dropped with the American Paratroops at one a.m*

on D-Day, and who is now covering the general American front in Normandy,

When X flow over to meet him today, he led me with casual pride round the side cf

a big, rambling, grey-stone farmhouse, behind a- hedge, and pointed*

There stood his personal fleet of three oars: and he exp leaned that he ha„d another

oar and a motor-cycle perked a.t another place*

They were vehicles abandoned by the retreating Germans, Reuben had picked them

up, presented them (according to regulations) to the Array authorities, who hob

allowed him to retain possession.

One was a solidly-built, workmanlike open German Command car, .seating five with a

big luggage compartment* "I got that at Montebourg," Reuben said. "It T s a Mercedes*

Notice the cunning spare wheels?"

On each side, half-way along the body of the car, the. spare wheel was mounted an

an axle* On rough and bumpy roads, and in the open fields, when the car bounces, the

spare wheels take the ground and spin round*

"That is a. German-made Fcrd V-eight," Reuben said as ho swung round* "It’s not in

very good condition. It rattlos* And this is the nicest of the throe - a French

Renault saloon* I found that abandoned outside Cherbourg*"

Near Valognes, he acquired a German Opel "Kadet" -a. drop-head coupe which ho is

longing to repair and bring into commission* He is also waiting to use a motor-cycle

(with a. broken chain), which he picked up at the arsenal at Cherbourg*

A French truck makes up the fleet. It has a. windscreen wiper but no windscreen --

and the driver automatically sets the wiper wagging in the open air when the rain starts.

This vehicle had been abandoned by the Germans • at St a Mere Eglise

Reuben and his colleague, William. Stringer, find his fleet an enjoyable change from

the official army jeeps* And they- caber for his pa.ssion for "tinkering about with cars"

- one of his peacetime hobbies.

Inside one of the cars* Reuben stores a piece of the parachute with which he dropped

in the middle of the Cherbourg Peninsula., (and in which he slept for four nights, while

the airborne troops wore Being dive-bombed), a Luftwaffe officer’s hat, and other

trophies which he is waiting to send to his family in Los -Angeles*. An T.owu man, he

worked in Washington for four years before becoming accredited a.s a. bar Correspondent

for the Second Front*
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